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Today internet is the basic way on how the people can communicate each other and it is spreading like a wild fire every second. But the question is how secure our files or data is or even the applications that we are using especially when we are at the internet. We know that every data we are sending or the applications we are using can be hack or breach by anyone who is good in the internet, so what we need is a good security to protect our files from unauthorized access that’s why this is where the password will be used for protection. We need to create a very strong password combination that no one will not because password is confidential but you must also remember your password because it is your only key to open your data or files or in any applications in the internet that you were registered.

Creating security in the computer network means creating secure environments for a variety of resources. The prevention of unauthorized access to system resources is achieved through a number of services that include access control, authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and nonrepudiation. If you have such a weak password in your network system or computer that means you are prone or vulnerable to the hackers. The number of hackers is rising daily and their tools are also getting more sophisticated and powerful. But however, there is still a perfect state of security that can be achieved by the user.

How a user can have a strong security in the network, I can suggest that a user’s must have an alpha numeric password to the applications they are using. Users need to analyze every forms of data inside their mail box because hackers are also using the form of email to get inside the users account if the user will commit mistakes by opening any forms of data you will never know that your account has been already
hack. So creating a strong password in any of applications or internet account is like building a firewall against the intruder, it’s like protecting your home to anyone who wants to steal the most important thing inside on it.